PETITION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO
CORRECT THE RECORD FOR PERMIT
NO. ___________ STOCK RESERVOIR
STATE OF WYOMING
COUNTY OF __________________________

STATE ENGINEER OR STATE BOARD OF CONTROL
BEFORE THE
CHEYENNE, WYOMING
Certificate Record ______, Page ______, if applicable

DATE OF ___________________________

PETITION GRANTED: __________________________

PATRICK T. TYRRELL
STATE ENGINEER

LOCATION MAP—SCALE:—1”= __________________ (Use as large a scale as possible)

PROFILE OF DAMSITE (Looking Upstream) - Scale: Ver. 1” - 20’; Hor. 1” - _________

Capacity—Area x Depth = ____________________ ÷3 = __________________________ Acre-Feet

__________________________________________________
Signature of Inspector

____________________________________________
Signature of Petitioner OR Petitioner’s Authorized Representative